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Anselm of Canterbury and the Desire for the Word by Eileen C. Sweeney offers a comprehensive picture of Anselm's thought and its development, from the early, intimate, monastically based meditations to the later, historically and ecumenically oriented work. This study is a valuable resource for scholars and students of medieval philosophy and theology.
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This book offers a comprehensive picture of Anselm's thought and its development, from the early, intimate, monastically based meditations to the later, historically and ecumenically oriented work. It is a valuable resource for scholars and students of medieval philosophy and theology.

Sweeney's study offers a comprehensive picture of Anselm's thought and its development, from the early, intimate, monastically based meditations to the later, historically and ecumenically oriented work. It is a valuable resource for scholars and students of medieval philosophy and theology.
Benedictine monk from. This is my heart's desire.